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Plan 

• 2 case studies related to data (protection) 

– Movement data, privacy, and other rights 

• Why is this interesting for us as APFers? 

– (In)visibility, privacy, and other rights 

• What can we do? 



Two case studies related to data (protection): 
Movement data, privacy, and other rights 



Case study 1: New York City taxi rides  

• Dataset released in 
2014, in response to 
Freedom of 
Information request 

• Fields: 
– Pseudonymised taxi ID 

and driver ID,  
– startpoint,  
– endpoint,  
– times,  
– fare, tip, … 

 



Useful data! 
E.g. “optimization of the revenue of NYC Taxi Service using Markov 
Decision Processes" 
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Solution approach? – Data suppression 

• “removal of taxi identifiers […] adversely impact[s] certain 
types of analysis on the data“ 

• may / should European researchers use the 2013 dataset? 



 

Case study 2: AIS 
(and other) data & 
migrant / refugee 

movements on the 
Mediterranean 

(Hoffmann et al., 2017) 



Useful data! But …? 



Useful data! But …? 



Why is this interesting for us? 
(In)visibility, privacy, and other rights 
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interests in visibility (+) resp. invisibility (–) 
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Some stakeholders’ interests in visibility (+) resp. 
invisibility (–): Privacy and other reasons 
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Interests in visibility (+) resp. invisibility (–): 
Privacy, security and other reasons 
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What happens when actors proliferate? 
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From invisibility ~ privacy to visibility ~ the right to have 
rights – on the interdependency of data protection and 

other areas of law 
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Berlin, 2019: 
Inviolability also of 
the refugee home 



What can we do? 
Data, tools and narratives 



Research and narratives 

• Every data modelling,  

• every privacy / data protection modelling, 

• every tool (including PETs) 

tells a story. 



Solution approach? – What to 
represent in holistic trajectory data? 

• The context? 
– E.g. AIS, EUROSUR 

• Factors that influenced the data 
– E.g. who gave instructions (Italians or Libyans) 

• Impacts of the data / represented world 
– E.g. costs and incentive effects 

• Who has access to the data (and does or does not 
react to alerts, and if so, how)? 
– E.g. Libyan coastguard 

 



What ARE the 
represented events 
anyway? Narratives 

and counter-narratives  
with Big Data 



Future work: Towards more diverse research 
narratives around data, data protection, and 

fundamental rights and freedoms 

• Data protection against power imbalances 

 

 

• Data for (e.g.) revenue, and 

      the right to be let alone 

 

 

 

• Group privacy, group data protection 

 

 

• Data for Social Good, and 

       the freedom from unreasonable constraints on the 

       construction of one's own identity  


